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Abstract

Nonlinear model-based predictive control (NMPC)

based on a recurrent neural network (RNN) is applied to

tracking control of the knee-joint angle using functional

electrical stimulation (FES) of the quadriceps muscle

group. The feedback control system was first investigated

using a complex biomechanical model of the human knee

of a sitting subject. The nonlinear predictive controller

was compared with a linear discrete pole-placement con-

troller which is determined using an ARX model of the

knee-joint dynamics at one operating point. The simula-

tion results show that nonlinear predictive control is supe-

rior to linear control with respect to the achievable track-

ing performance over the entire operating range. The

RNN has proved to be suitable for modelling the input-

output behaviour of the knee joint dynamics.

Keywords: Predictive Control, Functional Electrical

Stimulation, Neural Network, Feedback Control

1 Introduction

The control of single limb movements of paraplegics

represents an important preliminary stage towards more

complex motor function restoration of handicapped per-

sons suffering from spinal cord injury. It is part of the

problem of designing feedback systems for restoration

of functions such as standing and cycling in paraplegia.

Functional electrical stimulation (FES) with surface elec-

trodes results in muscle contraction and subsequent joint

movement. A feedback control system will be investi-

gated for knee-joint movement. Here, the quadriceps mus-

cles of each leg are stimulated by one pair of electrodes.

The resulting knee-joint angle is the output signal. This

experiment is a good example in the study of the general

characteristics of human kinematics. Because of the rela-

tively large movement range a non-isometric muscle con-

traction arises, so that the moment generated at the joint

depends very strongly on the muscle length and velocity.

Both of these variables are functions of the set of joint

angles and their derivatives. Movements of the hip joint

for example have an influence on the knee joint due to the

biarticular behaviour of the rectus femoris muscle group.

Additional complicating effects are the presence of a non-

linear recruitment curve for the muscle activation as well

as some nonlinear terms in the equations of motion due

to gravity and elastic passive moment. Constraints on the

input (stimulation level) and output (limited range of knee

angle) make the controller design more difficult.

To deal with this problem complex continuous time

neuromusculoskeletal models have been developed, like

the one by Riener and Fuhr [3]. These models are very

useful as the basis for development and verification of new

control strategies for FES. The models take into account

the major properties of the muscle and segmental dynam-

ics during FES. A direct controller design based on these

models seems to be questionable at the moment because

of the large effort required to determine the actual values

of the model parameters for each new individual and the

complexity of the model.

We investigated the benefits using discrete time black-box

models instead of complex continuous time physiological

models. The expected advantages are:

1. Reduction of the time to determine the model for a

new individual or new clinical session,

2. Direct controller design based on these “simple”

models instead of using empirical methods or han-

dling too complex models,

3. Decreased number of sensors (use of angle informa-

tion only),

4. Avoidance of control problems due to the failure of

the quasi-continuous assumption which could occur



by using continuous time design methods for systems

with a relatively large sampling time.

Recently we demonstrated in experiments with intact

subjects that the design of a linear discrete time pole-

placement controller [1] based on a simple ARX model

leads to a reliable and robust controlled FES system for

the tracking of the knee-joint angle fulfilling the above

expectations [6]. The achieved tracking performance is

equal to other published nonlinear controllers and supe-

rior to empirically determined linear controllers, e.g. PID.

For rise times less than 1s it was not possible to design an

adequate linear controller for the entire operating range.

The plant nonlinearities became evident. A linear stabil-

ising feedback controller may fail when the performance

demands are increased.

To overcome this problem we propose a nonlinear

predictive control scheme based on a recurrent neural net-

work. The main ideas are represented in this paper. The

approach was investigated by simulations using the neu-

romusculoskeletal model of Riener and Fuhr [3].

2 Methods

The model-based predictive control scheme [2] is

shown in Fig. 1. It is assumed that the plant, in this

case the knee-joint dynamics, possesses a dead time of

nk steps. At the sampling point k, a sequence {u} of fu-

ture control signals u(k + i |k)1, i = 0, . . . , Hc will be

determined in such a way that the future plant outputs

{y} = {y(k + i |k), i = nk, . . . , Hp} over the prediction

horizon Hp will fit as well as possible under consideration

of reasonable control actions to the desired future refer-

ence trajectory {r̂} = {r̂(k + i |k), i = nk, . . . , Hp}. Here

r̂(k + i |k) represents the prediction of the reference sig-

nal r since its real future values are unknown. Often, the

reference r is given by filtering another external reference

signal w to achieve a specification of the tracking perfor-

mance. The control signal is only variable over the con-

trol horizon Hc ≤ Hp − nk and constant for further times:

u(k + i |k) = u(k + Hc|k), i = Hc + 1, . . . Hp − nk .

The sequence {u} is calculated by nonlinear minimisa-

tion of the following objection function J with respect

to {u} under consideration of control signal constraints

1This notation characterises the value of a variable at the time point

k + i calculated at the time point k.

uL B ≤ u(k + i |k) ≤ uU B ∀ 0 ≤ i ≤ Hc:

J =

Hp∑

i=nk

(ŷ(k + i |k)− r̂(k + i |k))2 +

+

Hc∑

i=0

γ 1u(k + i |k)2
︸ ︷︷ ︸

(u(k+i|k)−u(k+i−1|k))2

. (1)

The first sum in (1) captures the tracking error. Large con-

trol signal changes are penalised by the second sum. The

user has the possibility to weight both criteria by choos-

ing the constant γ . The predicted future plant outputs ŷ

are given as

ŷ(k + i |k) = ŷ ′(k + i |k)+ êp(k + i |k)

Here, ŷ ′(k + i |k) is the predicted plant output by a plant

model and êp(k + i |k) is the estimated future prediction

error. The prediction error at time k is defined as

ep(k) = y(k)− ŷ ′(k|k − 1).

If model and plant are identical, this error is equal to the

output disturbance ε(k). Prediction of ep(k) requires a

model of the disturbances. We assumed constant output

disturbances. This includes also the case of small steady

state errors in the plant model. Only the first element

u(k|k) of the sequence {u} will be applied to the plant.

All calculations will be repeated at time k + 1 after this.

This strategy is called the receding horizon principle.

We approximate the knee joint behaviour by a recur-

rent neural network. This model can be written as
[

xm(k + 1)

ŷ′(k)

]

= ψ

([

xm(k)

u(k − nk)

]

,Wψ

)

.(2)

Here, xm(k) represents the state of the model. The vector

function ψ is realised by a fully connected feedforward

neural network whose parameters, the weights of the neu-

ron inputs, are stored in the matrix Wψ . This network

structure was proposed by Rivals et al. [4] and is called

a state-space neural network. These neural networks pos-

sess some advantages in comparison to the well known ap-

proach to model a nonlinear dynamic system as a NARX

model by a multilayer perceptron (MLP). Using RNNs

a broader class of dynamical systems can be described.

The order of a NARX model may be much higher than

a state space representation of the same system. There-

fore, the function ψ of the state-space model is likely to

be less nonlinear and to require a smaller number of pa-

rameters. This is of particular importance when a limited

amount of data is available. The determination of the ini-
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Figure 1: NMPC scheme
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Figure 2: Recurrent neural network: NH1,2 - hidden neurons,
Ns1,2 - state neurons

tial state xm(0) = xm0 requires more effort because the

model state is not directly related to a physically exist-

ing state. Methods to estimate xm(0) from past input and

output plant data exist. The network weights are identi-

fied off-line from measured plant inputs and outputs by a

training algorithm [5] which combines the methods Back-

propagation Through Time (BPTT) and Resilient Propa-

gation (RPROB). A RNN with two states is shown in Fig.

2. The structure is defined by the number of state neurons

which are NS1 and NS2 and the number of hidden neurons

which are NH1 and NH2. Whereas the number of states

is often given a-priori, the number of hidden neurons has

to be determined by trial and error. The nonlinearity of ψ

has a strong influence on the number of hidden neurons

required. The structure-finding process is more simple

than for the case of NARX models using an MLP, since

the input selection can be omitted. The type of activation

function for the hidden neurons is hyperbolic tangent and

linear for other neurons.

3 Results

In order to test the proposed approach the neuro-

musculoskeletal model of the knee joint dynamics was

approximated by a RNN. The angle as output was nor-

malised as follows: full extension equal to one; rest po-

sition equal to zero. The input u (pulsewidth) was de-

saturated and normalised to the range 0–1. It was assumed

that using one pair of electrodes the rectus femoris and

vasti muscle are stimulated equally. The stimulation fre-

quency was fixed to 20 Hz and the fatiguing process of

the muscles was switched off in the physiological model.

The stochastic input sequence for generation of the iden-

tification data set is chosen as follows: The input sig-

nal changes at each sampling time to a new value with

a predetermined switching probability, p; if the input is

to change, the new value is drawn from a uniform dis-

tribution over the interval [0.05,0.95]. Due to the highly

nonlinear static curve of the knee-joint dynamics the an-

gle generated by applying this kind of input signal is not

equally distributed over the range 0–1 which causes prob-

lems for the NMPC because the RNN cannot represent the

plant dynamics accurately enough within the entire angle

range. To prevent this effect the previously designed input

sequence is processed by the experimentally determined

inverse static curve of the plant and applied to the plant

again. The resulting data set was then divided into an esti-

mation and a validation data set for identification purposes
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Figure 3: RNN identification results

(see Fig. 3). A state-space model with 2 states, 3 hidden

neurons and a dead time nk = 2 was trained. The ap-

proximation error is sufficiently small and plotted in Fig.

3. The unnormalised sum squared error of the simulated

RNN for the whole identification data set is 0.2245.

Using this RNN, the NMPC was tested with the

neuromusculoskeletal model as nominal plant. The neu-

ral network and the optimisation were implemented in C

and embedded in Matlab/Simulink as C-MEX routines to

guarantee real-time performance for later clinical tests.

The sampling time of Ts = 50 ms was always achieved

in the simulation tests. Fig. 4 shows simulation results for

the NMPC and a linear controller which was designed fol-

lowing the procedure in [6]. The knee angle follows the

reference angle w closely with a rise time less than 0.5 s

and no overshoot in the case of the nonlinear controller.

Linear control cannot fulfil the specified tracking perfor-

mance (rise time tr = 0.7 s) over the entire range. How-

ever, the closed loop with the linear controller is stable and

meets the specifications near the design equilibrium point

(uo = 0.17, yo = 0.29). This can be observed at the refer-

ence signal step from w = 0.2 to w = 0.5 (t = 14 s). The

occurrence of large overshoots of the angle by altering the

reference from full knee extension to the rest position was
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Figure 4: Controller test (NMPC: Hc = 1, Hp = 15, γ = 2,
r(k) = 0.6

1−0.4q−1w(k), r̂(k + i |k) = r(k), i = nk , . . . , Hp)

also observed in tests with intact subjects for the linear

controller. The NMPC mitigates this problem.

4 Conclusions

Nonlinear control improves trajectory tracking in

comparison to the linear controller. Neural networks give

a useful approach for modelling of the nonlinear knee-

joint dynamics. The application of discrete time control

reduces the measurement effort in biomechanical systems

because only the angle, and not velocity or acceleration,

is required.
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